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ABSTRACT In 2002, Grieves defined the concept of the digital twin as a virtual instance of physical assets
capable of continuously mirroring them. Ever since then, driven by remarkable industrial attention, digital
twins flourished and ripened in several sectors. The notable industrial adoption has been sided by a growing
interest from the software engineering community in general and the software architecture community in
particular as demonstrated by the growing number of published peer-reviewed publications and proposed
software architectural solutions for digital twins. In this paper, we report on the planning, execution, and
results of a systematic mapping study on architecting digital twins. The study captures crucial aspects of
software architectures for digital twins as types of architectural solutions, quality attributes, and architectural
patterns. It supports practitioners in creating digital twins tailored to their specific needs and researchers in
identifying trends and open challenges. Starting from an initial set of potentially relevant 1630 peer-reviewed
publications, we selected 140 primary studies. We analysed the set of primary studies using thorough
data extraction, analysis, and synthesis process. To compensate for single method limitations and reduce
possible threats to conclusion validity, we discussed the results of our study with experts in the software
architecture community. Based on our results, the field of software architecture for digital twins is lively
and an increasing number of architectural solutions are being proposed. Although there is a lack of widely
accepted reference architectural solutions for digital twins, most of them are built using a combination of the
layered and service-oriented patterns and address maintainability, performance efficiency, and compatibility
quality attributes.

INDEX TERMS Architectural patterns, digital twin, software architectures, quality attributes.

I. INTRODUCTION
After the launch of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Apollo 13 in April 1970, an explo-
sion in the oxygen tanks critically damaged the spacecraft.
A key success factor of the rescue mission was that NASA
created physically duplicated systems at ground level to
match the spacecraft in orbit and used these physical twins to
train astronauts and mission controllers in every mission sce-
nario, including multiple failure ones. That was the dawn of
the concept of Digital Twin (DT). Since then, twins have been
becoming predominantly virtual rather than physical. During
a talk at the Florida Institute of Technology in 2002, Grieves
proposed the first definition of DTs as information-mirroring
models of physical assets. Accordingly, a physical system
has a virtual representation and the information flow between
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the two systems enables a continuous synchronisation of
the virtual to the physical part and vice versa. Advances in
information technology brought the ideas of Grieves to life
and enabled a comprehensive implementation of DTs.

While DTs flourished and ripened within the production
domain, in recent years, it has been applied to several addi-
tional domains from smart cities to aerospace through web
services and automotive [1]. In 2019, the global research and
advisory firm Gartner rated DTs among the top ten strategic
technology trends capable of a profound impact on modern
society.1 Following the remarkable industrial adoption, the
software engineering research community developed a grow-
ing interest in DTs. In 2021, the International Conference on
Digital Twins Technologies (ICDTT)2 was held for the first

1https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3904569/top-10-strategic-
technology-trends-for-2019-digital-twin

2https://dtwin.ca
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time while the International Conference on Model Driven
Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS) hosted the
first InternationalWorkshop onModel Driven Engineering of
Digital Twins (ModDiT).3 Considering these premises, it is
safe to position DT in the early majority phase of its adoption
life cycle [2].

Despite their strategic relevance, the engineering of DTs
is still an utterly complex process for organisations from any
type of industry. How to create realistic models of DTs and
how to ensure quick, flexible, and cost-effective adoption of
this technology are only a few of the engineering challenges
associated with DTs and their adoption [3], [4]. Software
architectures (SAs) are cornerstones for the engineering of
software-intensive systems like DTs. SAs represent holistic
views of software systems comprising of software compo-
nents, relationships among them, and properties of both [5].
SAs heavily influence the ability of software systems to ful-
fill both functional and quality requirements through design
decisions enabling or inhibiting quality attributes(QAs) [6].
Besides, several studies found SAs to be crucial to several
aspects of the engineering and development process includ-
ing: understanding, reuse, construction, evolution, analysis,
management, and communication [7]. As a matter of fact,
only in 2021, the research community published 687 studies
on architecting DTs. Given the growing interest of the SAs
community in DTs, we believe that the time is ripe to create a
structured and detailed snapshot of existing software architec-
tural solutions for DTs. Such a snapshot would capture both
commonalities and unique features of architectural solutions
for DTs and support practitioners in creating DTs tailored to
their specific needs and researchers in identifying trends and
open challenges when architecting DTs.

In this work, we report on the planning, execution, and
results of the first systematic mapping study (SMS) on archi-
tecting DTs. To the best of our knowledge, this work repre-
sents the first empirical study investigating DT architectures.
According to Petersen, a SMS allows discovering research
gaps and trends by providing a structure of the results pub-
lished within a research area using visual summaries and
mappings [8]. Starting from an initial set of 1630 peer-
reviewed publications, we identified a final set of 140 primary
studies, which we analysed thoroughly following a meticu-
lous data extraction, analysis, and synthesis process. To com-
pensate for single method limitations and reduce possible
threats to conclusion validity, we discussed the results of
our study with experts in the SAs community using online,
semi-structured, in-depth interviews [9]. A summary of the
highlights resulting from our study is the following:
• The first peer-reviewed publications on SAs for DTs
appeared in 2016. The majority of studies in this field
are published as conference or journal papers.

• We identified 14 quality attributes that are relevant
for DTs. We started from the ISO 25010 standard on
software products quality and complemented it with

3https://gemoc.org/events/moddit2021

additional attributes found in the primary studies or
deemed relevant by the experts. Performance efficiency,
maintainability, and compatibility are the top-mentioned
attributes.

• 56.42% of the architectural solutions for digital twins
are simple divisions of functionalities with data flow
between them.

• Architectural solutions for DTs use a catalogue of
10 patterns either in isolation or in combination with
other patterns. The layered and the service-oriented pat-
terns are the most used ones.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II compares our work with the related literature.
Section III describes the research method in all its steps.
Section IV describes the main threats to validity and related
mitigation strategies. Section V presents the results of the
vertical and orthogonal analyses. Section VI discusses the
findings of our study together with the results of the expert
interviews. Section VII concludes the paper and proposes
possible future work.

II. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the work in this paper repre-
sents the first SMS that focuses on architecting DTs. Never-
theless, there exist some studies that shed light on specific
DTs architectural solutions or aspects. Hereafter, we discuss
some of these studies together with other existing secondary
studies focusing on complementary aspects of engineering
DTs and discuss them to motivate the need for our research.

In their paper, Harper et al. specified DTs as a key com-
ponent in an Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) ecosystem
and discussed DTs architectures and standards [10]. They
identified six architectural interactions (features) within the
IIoT ecosystem as, e.g., interoperability, information model,
and synchronization. Moreover, they proposed 9 architec-
tural evaluation criteria. When discussing DT standards they
pointed out ISO 23247 [11] as a standard for a Digital Twin
manufacturing network. The ISO 23247 standard comprises
of four parts including (i) requirements for developing DTs
in manufacturing, (ii) reference architecture with functional
views, (iii) list of attributes for manufacturing elements (iv)
requirements for information exchange between elements.
The scope of our work is broader as we classify and analyse
architectural solutions with different levels of abstraction
starting from referencemodel to SAs through reference archi-
tectures and patterns for the realisation of DTs.

Another study on DTs in the Internet of Things (IoT)
context is proposed byMinerva et al. [12]. In their work, they
surveyed main DTs definitions, specifications, and imple-
mentations. Besides, they attempted to consolidate main DT
features and surveyed DT applicability in relevant IoT appli-
cation scenarios. Both studies do not follow a systematic pro-
cess and they only focus on a specific context, which is IoT.

Tao et al. reported on the state of the art and practice of
DT applications and development [13]. They focused on the
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review of 50 papers (from 2003 to 2018), eight patents, and
the outcomes of somemultinational corporations. Their paper
outlined the key enabling technologies for DT modelling,
simulation, data fusion, and service. Besides, it investigated
possible DT applications in a product life-cycle and con-
cluded that DT was mostly used for prognosis and health
management (PHM). Tao et al. pointed out that one of the
main practical challenges was the creation of a unified mod-
ellingmethod forDTs. Themain difference between ourwork
and the work by Tao et al. is the goal of the research as we
focused on SAs for DTs. Besides, in contrast to Tao et al.,
we used a meticulous process based on the guidelines for
performing secondary studies in software engineering by
Kichenham [14].

Barricelli et al. shed some light on DTs using a survey-
based research [15]. They focused on collecting existing
DTs definitions, investigating the main DTs characteristic,
identifying the domains where DTs have been developed,
and DTs open issues and challenges. The main characteristics
of DT reported in their research are self-adaptation, self-
parametrization, predictive analytic, and high-dimensional
data coding techniques. Our work can be seen as complemen-
tary to the work by Barricelli et al. as some of the character-
istics identified in their work, notably self-adaptation, may
have a (direct) impact on the quality attributes driving the
creation of SAs solutions for DT.

Fuller et al. provided a literature review that cate-
gorised existing studies by research areas [1]. Similar to
Barricelli et al. they provided an assessment of the enabling
technologies, challenges and open research for DT. In our
work, we analysed publication trends with respect to publica-
tion years and venues. However, we only considered studies
focusing on software architectural aspects of DT.

Perno et al. made a systematic literature review focusing
on DT enablers and barriers in the process industry [3].
They used the identified barriers for building a model that
relates them to the DT enabling technologies. Some of the
issues identified in their study are related to security, sys-
tem integration, development, and performance. Our research
complements the one by Perno et al. as some of the challenges
reported by them, security, interoperability, and performance,
can be successfully addressed at the SA level using specific
architectural solutions, e.g., patterns.

Rashed et al.provided a review on methodologies and
techniques related to the realization of DT from a model-
ing perspective [16]. Besides, they collected challenges too.
Some of the most reported modelling challenges are related
to data management, real-time communication, and real-time
modeling.

Rathore et al. emphasized the role of big data and artifi-
cial intelligence in the creation of DT-based systems using
a systematic review on top of multidisciplinary electronic
bibliographic databases [17]. The work by Rathore et al. is
the first of its kind in terms of reviewing artificial intelli-
gence and big data analytic techniques for DTs. Besides,
they identified development tools that can facilitate DTs and

designed a big data-driven and artificial intelligence enriched
reference architecture. Our work differs from the research
by Rathore et al. as we reviewed architectural aspects of
DT-based systems.

Semerano et al. recently conducted a literature review pro-
viding an up-to-date and multi-perspective view of DTs [18].
They have defined and investigated four main topics cover-
ing DTs functions, technologies, life cycle and architecture.
Among other things, they discussed DT architecture on a
functional and component level taking in consideration ref-
erence models and reference architectures. Our work com-
plements the results of their study as we dig deeper on the
software perspective of DTs. We collect important aspects
such as software architecture patterns and QAs. We provide
a catalog of architectural patterns leveraged on the proposed
solutions of the primary studies and map them to QAs iden-
tified for DTs.

It is worth mentioning that there are other secondary stud-
ies that review reference architecture of related technologies
and initiatives such as Industry 4.0 [19]. Although some of the
reference architectures for Industry 4.0 have specificmodules
or asset administration shells for managing the DTs, we con-
sider Industry 4.0 and DTs as different and complementary
concepts [20].Hence, we do not focus on architectural solu-
tions for Industry 4.0.

Given the current body of literature on DTs, we consider
our work to be complementary to the existing researches and
helping researchers and practitioners in understanding the
architectural aspects of DT-based systems.

III. RESEARCH METHOD
We designed and conducted this study by following the
guidelines for performing secondary studies in software engi-
neering by Kitchenham [14] and Petersen et al. [8]. To com-
pensate for single method limitations and reduce possible
validity threats due to a lack of expert evaluation, we per-
formed expert interviews using guidelines by Molleri et al.
for performing surveys in software engineering [21]. Our
research method consisted of three main phases: planning,
conducting and reporting.

The main goals of the planning phase were (i) the identifi-
cation of the needs for this systematic mapping study, (ii) the
definition of the research goal and questions, and (iii) the
definition of the protocol to be followed by the authors for
carrying out the study.

During the conducting phase, we executed all the steps
defined in the research protocol, which were search and
selection, definition of the classification framework, data
extraction, data analysis and expert interviews. In the search
and selection step, we used the identified search string and
performed an automatic search to the set of selected sci-
entific databases and indexing systems. Through a rigor-
ous selection process, we filtered the candidate studies to
obtain the final set of primary studies. We complemented
the automatic search with fully recursive forward and back-
ward snowballing activities [22]. In the second step, we used
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the standard keywording process [23] for comparing and
evaluating the primary studies as well as for defining a
classification framework. We used the classification frame-
work for analysing each primary study and extracting rel-
evant information. This was an iterative process and we
refined the framework every time we could not categorize
the extracted information into the predefined categories.
Eventually, we analysed the data extracted in the previous
step to provide answers to the elicited research questions.
We performed both quantitative and qualitative analyses
using vertical and orthogonal analysis techniques. Besides,
we conducted four online interviews with experts in the SAs
and DTs domains for validating and discussing the main
findings of our analyses.

In the documenting phase, we reported on possible threats
to validity affecting this research and related mitigation
strategies. Besides, we wrote this paper, which reports on
the performed study and its results. We provide a public
and complete replication package for supporting independent
replication and verification of this study.4

A. RESEARCH GOAL AND QUESTIONS
We used the Goal-Question-Metric perspectives [24] for
defining the research goal of this study, which is: identify,
classify and analyse software architectural solutions for dig-
ital twins. Starting from the above goal, we have identified
the following research questions (RQs), which contribute to
different and unique objectives of digital twin architectures.
RQ1 – Which are the publication trends in software architec-
tures for DTs? DT is a research area with contributions from
both industrial and academic research groups coming from
different research domains and focusing on specific issues
with different levels of detail and methodologies. By answer-
ing this research question, we (i) quantify the number of
publications across the years to analyze the interest in SAs
for DTs from researchers and practitioners, (ii) identify the
publication venues where ideas and solutions are discussed,
(iii) identify the type of research documented in the litera-
ture and (iv) identify means of validation. As a systematic
mapping study aims at classifying and structuring a field of
interest by categorizing and analyzing publication trends, this
research question is pivotal for this study.
RQ2 – Which are the most addressed quality attributes

when architecting DTs ? QAs are measurable properties that
are used to assess the extent to which a software system
satisfies the needs of its stakeholders [5]. These proper-
ties go beyond the system functionality and often repre-
sent the main causes for system redesigns: ‘‘systems are
frequently redesigned because they are difficult to maintain,
port, or scale; or they are too slow, or they have been com-
promised by hackers’’ [5]. In addition, QAs are the main
carriers of those business goals that have an architectural
relevance [5]. Complex software-intensive systems, such as

4The replication package is available at: https://anonymous.4open.
science/r/architectingDTs_replicationPackage

DTs, exhibit a broad set of QAs that are hard to achieve
in isolation. The SA of a system is profoundly influenced
by QAs as the mapping of the system functionality into
architectural elements determines satisfactory QA responses.
By answering this research question, we identify and classify
the set of QAs that have been treated in documented research
when architecting DTs.
RQ3 – Which are the software architecture solutions for

DTs? In recent years, SA solutions for DTs have been
introduced by different organisations and at different levels
of detail. This research question focused on characterising
the architectural solutions proposed in the studies using the
taxonomy proposed by Bass et al. [5]. This taxonomy clas-
sifies the solutions based on their completeness. Accord-
ingly, architectural solutions may be categorised as reference
models, reference architectures, architectural patterns, and
software architecture. According to Bass et al. a reference
model is the simplest representation of an architecture that
illustrates, in box and line sketches, division of functionality
together with data flow between the components of an archi-
tecture [5]. A reference architecture maps the functionalities
defined in the reference model onto software elements [5].
An architectural pattern is a description of elements, their
relation types together with a set of constraints [5]. A SA rep-
resents holistic views of a software system comprising of soft-
ware components, relationships among them, and properties
of both [5] By answering this research question, we capture
and classify the current SAs solutions for DTs for helping
researchers and practitioners to navigate the states of the art
and practice to select, reuse and customise existing solutions
according to their needs.
RQ4 – Which is the catalogue of architectural patterns

for DTs? Architectural patterns [25], also known as archi-
tectural styles [5], emerged as important architecture solu-
tions as they provide packaged strategies for solving known
system problems. To this end, patterns define the types of
architectural elements and their interaction. According to
Bass et al.:‘‘quality attributes should be achieved using well-
known architectural’’ [5]. Hence patterns are crucial when
archtiecting digital twins. Common, well-known architec-
tural patterns are the layered pattern, the client-server pattern,
the multi-tier pattern, etc. By answering this research ques-
tion, we provide a comprehensive catalogue of patterns used
by current DTs architectural solutions. Such catalogue can
support researchers and practitioners in building DTs.

B. SEARCH AND SELECTION PROCESS
In this phase, we identified the set of primary studies follow-
ing the steps illustrated in Figure 1.

We started with an automatic search of four of the largest
scientific databases and indexing systems in software engi-
neering [26]: IEEE Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital
Library, SCOPUS andWeb of Science. We selected the above
sources based on their reputation as being effective means in
supporting systematic studies in software engineering [27].
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the search and selection process.

We queried the above sources using the following search
string:

(‘‘Digital Twin’’ AND Architect*)

that we created starting from the elicited research questions.
We decided to use a simple search string that helped us in
collecting as many potential studies as possible and filter
them manually. This helped us reducing possible threats to
construct validity. The automatic search provided an initial
set of 1630 studies, from which we removed studies not
being research papers (impurities) and merged duplicates and
obtained a new set of 1143 studies. At this point, we applied
the following inclusion (IC) and exclusion (EC) criteria on
the title, abstract and keywords of the studies:
• Inclusion criteria

1) Studies describing at least one architectural solu-
tion for DTs.

2) Studies evaluating their main contribution.
3) Peer-reviewed studies [28].
4) Studies written in English.
5) Studies available as full-text.

• Exclusion criteria
1) Secondary or tertiary studies.
2) Studies published as tutorial papers, short papers

(less than 4 pages), poster papers, editorials and
manuals.

We followed the selection process proposed by Ali and
Petersen [29] and selected only those studies satisfying all
the ICs and no EC. We obtained a new set of 253 studies.
We performed a second round of selection on the full text
and selected 135 primary studies. Staring from these studies,
we carried out closed recursive snowballing activities [22] for
reducing possible threats to construct validity. As a result,
we obtained the final set of 140 primary studies, which is
attached as appendix of this paper.

C. CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK AND DATA EXTRACTION
We constructed a well-defined classification framework
(Table 1) to extract and classify the relevant information
from the primary studies. The classification framework com-
prises of 4 facets, one for each RQ. For RQ1, we included
standard information on the publication details. Besides,
we included the type of research and validation according to

the taxonomies by Wieringa et al. [30] and Shaw et al. [31],
respectively. For RQ2, we classified the QAs starting from
the taxonomy proposed in the ISO 25010 standard [32],
which is the ISO standard defining the product quality model.
We extended the ISO 25010 taxonomy with additional QAs
found in the primary studies (if they were mentioned in more
than 10 studies), which are: scalability, extendability and
reconfigurability. Eventually, we discussed with the experts
the extended taxonomy with the aim of identifying any miss-
ing QAs. For RQ3, we used the characterisation proposed
by Bass et al. [5]. For RQ4, we carried out a keywording
systematic process. Hence, we collected related keywords
and concepts. Then we arranged these into groups similar to
the sorting phase of the grounded theory methodology [33].
During the extraction phase, we collected further information
that was deemed relevant, but that the classification frame-
work did not capture yet. We reviewed the additional infor-
mation and refined the framework if needed. We analysed
again the primary studies according to the refined framework
and extracted data.

D. DATA ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
We analysed and synthesised the extracted data according
to the recommendations by Cruzes et al. [34]. We performed
both vertical and orthogonal analyses. The former allows
discovering information on each category of the classification
framework. The later allows identifying possible relation-
ships among different categories of the framework. For the
vertical analysis, we analysed each primary study individu-
ally so to classify its features according to the classification
framework. Later, we looked at the whole set of primary stud-
ies to reason about potential patterns following the process
known as the line of argument synthesis [28]. For the orthog-
onal analysis, we grouped and cross-tabulated extracted data,
and compared pairs of categories of the classification frame-
work. We extracted and evaluated significant pair-wise cor-
relations using contingency tables. We used a combination
of content analysis [35] and narrative synthesis [36] for both
vertical and orthogonal analyses.

E. EXPERT INTERVIEWS
We conducted online, semi-structured, in-depth interviews
for validating and discussing themain finding of our analyses.
We chose semi-structured interviews for minimising possible
threats to conclusion validity and for gathering more qualita-
tive insights.We selected the experts based on their reputation
in the SAs community and their experience with DT-based
systems. The pool of experts included the following profiles:

• Aprofessor in computer science with more than 20 years
of experience in SA and autonomous systems.

• An associate professor in computer science with more
than 25 years of experience in i) software quality
requirements modeling, analysis and verification, ii) for-
mal methods for (self-)adaptive dependable IT systems
and iii) model-driven software engineering.
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TABLE 1. Classification framework.

• An assistant professor in computer science with more
than 15 years of experience in performance and depend-
ability modeling, analysis and verification. The expert is
one of the organizers of the ModDiT workshop on DT.

• A software architect working for a Nordic manufacturer
among the world leaders in the heavy lorries, trucks and
buses production.

It is worth remarking that all the experts held, at least, a doc-
torate degree in computer science. Prior to the interview, each
participant received the interview preparation sheet, where
we outlined the main focus of the interview, its expected
duration and the measures we took for ensuring privacy and
confidentiality. All the interviews were carried out online
using the Zoom platform5 and performed by all researchers.
We audio-recorded the interviews. The interviews contained
four sections: one section per research question two to four,
plus an additional section for final remarks and feedback from
the expert. The interviews lasted between 30 and 45 minutes.
Section VI discusses the results of the interviews.

IV. THREATS TO VALIDITY
We conducted this research following well-established guide-
lines for systematic studies. These guidelines helped us in
minimising possible threats to validity, in particular threats
to internal and construct validity.

In systematic reviews, one of the main threats to external
validity is that primary studies may be unrepresentative of
the state of the art and practice. To mitigate such a threat,
we targeted four different scientific databases and indexing
systems. Besides, we complemented the automatic search
with closed recursive backward and forward snowballing.
These operations helped us in mitigating threats to construct
validity, too. We excluded studies not written in English.
However, we consider the validity threat of excluding relevant
studies not written in English to be minimal as English is the
de-facto standard language for scientific research in computer
science and software engineering.

5https://zoom.us

Wemitigated internal validity threats concerning data anal-
ysis and synthesis using descriptive statistics. In addition,
we cross-analysed different facets of the classification frame-
work and performed sanity checks on the extracted data.
These tasks helped us identify and solve potential issues on
the consistency of the extracted data.

A possible threat to construct validity may be using a badly
designed search string. We used a simple search string whose
construction did not require particular attention.

To mitigate possible threats to conclusion validity, we pro-
vided a complete and public replication package, which
allows reproducing each step of our study. The classification
framework was defined using well-established taxonomies
and collecting values from the set of primary studies. The
framework was designed by all the authors who participated
in the data extraction, analysis, and synthesis steps, too. Even-
tually, we discussed the results of our study with four experts
in the fields of SAs and DT.

V. RESULTS
In this section, we report on the results from the vertical and
orthogonal analyses. It is worth mentioning that, for specific
features, we extracted multiple values or no value at all from
the studies. Hence, the total number of occurrences in the
plots may differ from the total number of primary studies.

A. PUBLICATION TRENDS (RQ1)
With respect to RQ1, we identified publication trends in
terms of the trend over time and venue type. In addition,
we identified the most common research types and validation
types for studies in SAs for DTs. Figure 2 illustrates the
distribution of the number of primary studies and their venue
type over the years. The bars show the number of primary
studies, while the lines the venue type.

According to the synthesised data, research on SAs for
DTs is developing. The earliest study on SAs for DTs was
published in 2016 (P74) and it focused on data management
using web services. It is worth remarking, that our study
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FIGURE 2. Distribution of primary studies by year and by type of
publication.

focused on DTs architectures. Hence previous studies on
related topics were outside the scope of our work. The number
of primary studies in 2017 and 2018 remained reasonably
low, with interest in data-driven (e.g., P9, P36, P79) and
microservice-based architectures (e.g., P15) for DTs. Starting
from 2019, the interest of the research community peeked.
This is evident from the 5-, 9- and 12-fold increase in the
number of primary studies in 2019, 2020 and 2021 as com-
pared to 2018.6 Considering the steep increment of primary
studies in the last three years, we expect the number of publi-
cations to continue growing in the next few years. Concerning
the venue type, the greatmajority of primary studies (91.42%)
were published in conferences or journals. Conference is the
most common venue type holding 48.57% of the primary
studies, while workshop is the least common venue type with
only 7.85% of the studies. In terms of venues, the primary
studies have an extremely fragmented distribution and they
are scattered across 85 different venues. The top three venues
are the journal of IEEE Access, the Journal of Manufacturing
Systems, and the Journal of CIRP Annals holding 5%, 4.2%,
and 4.2% of the primary studies, respectively.We noticed that
most of the top mentioned domains are manufacturing and
production.

As shown in Figure 3 The most common type of research
among the primary studies is solution proposal (86%). These
types of studies contribute with (domain-specific) archi-
tectural solutions for the realisation of DTs. For instance,
P5 proposes an architecture for logistic process planning
in the automotive domain. P7 discussed a DTs approach
for smart manufacturing focusing on energy consumption.
The second and third most common types of research are
validation research and evaluation research, which account
for 14% and 7% of the primary studies, respectively. Stud-
ies in these categories are either a novel solution using
experiments and prototypes (validation research) or using a
real-world case study (evaluation research). For instance, P26

6The final set of primary studies includes 1 study from 2022. We did not
include this study in Figure 2 to avoid noise when interpreting the data, since
the search and selection process was performed in February 2022.

FIGURE 3. Research type.

demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed DTs reference
model for cloud-based cyber-physical systems implementing
a telematics-based prototype for driving assistance. P30 used
experiments for evaluating a 4-layer DTs architecture for
industrial robots. P41 used an industrial use case from the
logistic domain for demonstrating and analyzing the effec-
tiveness of the proposed DTs. Eventually, experience (2%)
and philosophical (1.4%) papers are the least reported types
of research.

By referring to Figure 4 the top-ranked validation type is
example holding 50% of the primary studies. Here, studies
tend to be validated using simplified use cases or prototypes
rather than real industrial systems. Other types of validation
are experience (20.71%), analysis (15%), evaluation (11,4%),
and persuasion (10%). The low percentage of persuasion
validation type and the absence of blatant assertion suggest
that studies on SAs for DTs tend to prefer rigorous validation
methods. The research and validation type appears to be
in line with the venue type as conferences and journals,
which are commonly the best fitting venues for research
efforts introducing and evaluating novel architectural solu-
tions on DTs.

Highlights – RQ1 Publication trends
I Earliest published works on software architectural

solutions for DT appeared in 2016.
I The 12-fold increase in peer-reviewed primary

studies in 2021 with respect 2018 suggests that the
interest of the community is growing.

I The main validation type for primary studies is
validation by example.

B. QUALITY ATTRIBUTES (RQ2)
This research question focused on identifying the catalogues
of relevant QAs for DTs. These were either mentioned
directly by the studies or could be inferred by the context.
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FIGURE 4. Validation type.

FIGURE 5. Quality attributes of DTs.

We extracted the QAs starting for the taxonomy proposed
by the ISO 25010 [37] standard on the software products
quality. The ISO 25010 standard is composed of 8 attributes
(characteristics), grouping 31 sub-attributes. As discussed
in Section III-C, we considered three additional attributes,
which were mentioned in more than 10 studies being: scala-
bility, reconfigurability and extensibility. Figure 5 shows the
occurrences of the attributes as mentioned in the 140 primary
studies. For the sake of clarity, Figure 5 shows only the main
attribute of ISO 25010 standard and omits the related sub-
attributes.

The most mentioned quality attribute is maintainability
(16.2%) followed by performance efficiency (15.6%), com-
patibility (15.6%), and reliability (12.9%). The authors of
P34 conducted experiments to evaluate the performance effi-
ciency of the proposed DTs approach supporting Industry
4.0 and showed that it could be scaled up for multiple applica-
tions with minimal impact on performance. P47 investigated
the relationships between performance efficiency and main-
tainability. In particular, the authors claimed that improved
resource utilisation in simulation activities would result
in better maintainability of the system, as potential errors

FIGURE 6. Architectural solutions for DTs.

could be identified earlier and resolved before the system is
deployed. Among the studies that discussed maintainability,
71% of them focused on the modularity sub-quality attribute.
P74 and P75 focused on achieving compatibility using the
service-oriented architecture (SOA) pattern. P34, P42, P46,
P49, P68 explored the use of machine-to-machine communi-
cation technologies (e.g., OPC UA, MQTT), ontology lan-
guages (RDF, OWL), and semantic models for achieving
compatibility. Other mentioned QAs were scalability (9.7%),
security (7.5%), portability (5.9%), reconfigurability (4.7%),
usability (4.3%), extensibility (3.7%) and functional suitabil-
ity (3.5%). It is worth remarking that 25% of the primary
studies focused on more than one quality attribute.

Highlights – RQ2 Quality attributes
• Maintainability, performance efficiency, and com-

patibility are the top-mentioned attributes.
• Scalability, reconfigurability and extensibility are

important attributes mentioned by many primary
studies, but not part of the ISO 25010 standard.

C. ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS (RQ3)
Figure 6 shows that the majority of the primary studies
(56.42%) proposed a reference model. A reference model
represents a division of functionality together with data flow
between the components of a system. This result confirms
that the interest in DTs is alive, although architectural solu-
tions for DT-based systems are still evolving and are just pre-
sented as simplified models. P21 proposed a reference model
of an intelligent DT in a cyber-physical production system
that enabled the development of an autonomous system with
decision-making capabilities based on artificial intelligence.
Authors in P27 proposed a reference model for a DT of
the human heart, called cardio twin. The model focused on
monitoring and detecting problems via the cardio twin and
accordingly operating on the heart. 30% of the primary stud-
ies investigated reference architectures for DTs. A reference
architecture extends a reference model by mapping its func-
tionalities onto software elements and the data flows between
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them. P24 discussed a reference architecture of DTs for smart
manufacturing using open source technologies. P40 proposed
a novel reference architecture for DTs and used the archi-
tecture for introducing the concept of DT as a service. This
is achieved by integrating ThingWorx, industrial internet of
things platform, and Vuforia, an augmented reality software
development kit. 21 primary studies (15%) discussed SAs for
DT-based systems. For example, P32 proposed a six-layer
digital twin software architecture for power systems based
on ontological modelling. P10 and P118 are the only primary
studies that propose an architectural pattern for realising DTs.
It is worth remarking that we categorised as architectural
patterns those architectural solutions that only put constraints
on system elements and their interactions. Hence, we did
not classify into the pattern categories those patterns used
for building more complex reference models, architectures
and SAs.

Highlights – RQ3 Architectural solutions
• The majority of the solutions are proposed as refer-

ence models hence as a division of functionalities
and data flow among the components.

• The increasing number of solutions proposed as
reference and software architectures may indicate
an evolution of architectural solutions for digital
twins.

D. ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS (RQ4)
By answering this research question, we provide a catalog
of architectural patterns for DTs. All the identified patterns
were explicitly mentioned in the primary studies or could
be inferred by the context. It is worth remarking that for
this research question we considered all the patterns men-
tioned by any architectural solution hence even those pat-
terns used to build reference models, reference architectures,
and SAs. We identified a total of 10 unique architectural
patterns (Figure 7).

The most recurring pattern is the layered pattern (35.9%),
followed by SOA (29.3%), component-based (13.8%), and
microservices (6.6%) patterns. P74, P75 motivated the use of
layer pattern, as it can play the role of an interface between
physical and virtual space, consolidating syntax and seman-
tics of different perspectives. Authors in P74 realised SOA
for DTs using web services to increase maintainability and
interoperability, motivated by the fact that web services can
be seen as modular units that provide functionalities over the
network, facilitating data exchange and machine-to-machine
interaction.

P24, P76, P77, and P78 investigated the use of microser-
vices for implementing DT-based systems. The studies
argued that the microservices pattern offers more flexibil-
ity in building data-intensive applications and enables cloud
computing along with its benefits such as high availabil-
ity, scalability, and reliability. In particular, P78 proposed

FIGURE 7. Architectural patterns for DTs.

a novel concept of DT fully based on microservices
called digital dice. The remaining patterns are mentioned
in a few studies. Publish-subscribe (5.5%), event-driven
(2.7%), pipeline (2.2%), while peer-to-peer and model-view-
controller (MVC) patterns are mentioned in three papers
each (1.7%). There is only one study (P28) that uses the
master-slave pattern. P3 and P33 investigated the use of the
publish-subscribe pattern for managing the communication
and ensuring deployability and scalability to DTs. P6 and P26
proposed the use of a peer-to-peer network for sharing and
collecting data on cloud-based DTs.

We noticed that architectural patterns were not mentioned
in isolation, but together with other patterns in 55 stud-
ies (38.19%). We found 17 different pattern combinations,
9 of them use the layered pattern in combination with, e.g.,
SOA, component-based. The layered and SOA combina-
tion is, by far, the most used combination and accounts for
27 studies. It is followed by the combination of layered
and component-based (6 studies) and the combination of
SOA and publish-subscribe (4 studies). The combination of
layered and microservice is mentioned in 3 studies, while
component-based and event-driven pattern combination is
used in 2 studies. The remaining 8 combinations are each
mentioned in one study, only.

Highlights – RQ4 Architectural patterns
• Architectural solutions for DTs use a catalogue of

10 patterns and layered and SOA are by far themost
used ones.

• In half of the primary studies, patterns are used in
combination with other patterns.
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FIGURE 8. Architectural solutions vs validation type.

E. ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS VS VALIDATION TYPE
Figure 8 illustrates the correlation between the architectural
solutions proposed in the primary studies and the method
used for validating them. The last column and the last row of
Figure 8 shows the sum of the occurrences for each category.
It is worth remarking that Figure 8 shows the absolute values
of the occurrences. The interested reader can find the graphs
with the normalised data in the replication package.

The orthogonal analysis highlighted a strong relation
between architectural solutions in the form of reference mod-
els and the example validation technique. In fact, 51% of
the studies proposing a reference model are validated using
examples. Validation by example is the preferred validation
technique for reference architecture and software architecture
too, accounting for 40% and 50% of the primary studies,
respectively. These results were expected and confirmed that
architectural solutions for DTs are still maturing and have
been mainly tested on prototypes or simplified use cases.
Besides, it is also expected that abstract solutions such as
reference models and architectures are not tested on real sys-
tems, which may require more detailed solutions. The orthog-
onal analysis showed that reference models have a strong
relation with the analysis techniques, which is the chosen
validation technique for 16.6% of them. We believe this is an
encouraging result and may be an indication of the ripening
of the field of SAs for DTs. Such an observation is also
confirmed by the majority of the solutions being evaluated
with rigorous techniques (experience, analysis and example)
rather than with persuasion or blatant assertion techniques.
Considering this, we expect to have a growing number of
studies in the near future proposing software architectural
solutions for DTs and validating them using experience tech-
niques.

F. QUALITY ATTRIBUTES VS PATTERNS
In the previous sections, we found out that layered and
SOA were the most used patterns (alone or in combination
with other patterns) and that performance efficiency and

FIGURE 9. Quality attributes vs patterns.

maintainability were the most addressed quality attributes.
Using orthogonal analysis, we looked at the correlations
between patterns and quality attributes. It is worth remarking
that for this analysis, we took into account single patterns as
well as combinations of patterns. Figure 9 presents the results
of the orthogonal analysis on patterns and quality attributes.
For the sake of readability, Figure 9 does not show values
lower than 2. It is worth recalling that Figure 9 shows the
absolute values and that the charts with the normalised data
can be found in the replication package.

Analysing the correlation between patterns and quality
attributes, we found out that the combination of layered and
SOA are strongly related to performance efficiency (18.6%),
reliability(17.3%) and maintainability (17.3%). Other men-
tioned attributes for the combination of layered and SOA pat-
terns are compatibility, scalability and reliability. P74, P75,
P18 and P53 proposed the use of the combination of the lay-
ered and SOA patterns as a way of reaching improved com-
patibility, maintainability and scalability of DTs. The layered
pattern helps in managing the complexity by addressing
different concerns separately (P75) while the SOA pattern
allows to provide platform and device-independent sys-
tems supporting interoperable machine-to-machine interac-
tion over a network (P74). P18 presents a six-layers reference
architecture for aggregating DTs and providing configuration
for DT using the cloud. The authors claimed that the use of
the layered pattern would increase modularity and flexibility.

Microservice patterns are often mentioned together with
maintainability (19.2%), compatibility (19.2%) and scala-
bility (23%). For instance, P15 proposed a microservice
architecture supporting the new generation of DT-based
smart-factories where maintainability is achieved by con-
tainerizing and deploying microservices as single processes.
P24 discussed the use of microservices as a way of reducing
complexity and increasing flexibility in the proposed DT.
The results in P76 and P77 show that the high reliability,
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maintainability and on-demand scalability offered by
microservices can lead to increased latency, and in this case,
a trade-off between performance and other QAs is needed.

The collected data show a clear relation between the
component-based pattern and compatibility (19.5%), too. Pri-
mary studies P42 and P54 propose mechanisms supporting
models and data integration while increasing compatibility.
These mechanisms are built using predefined components
such as models, data and simulation interfaces.

VI. DISCUSSION
The synthesised data suggest that architecting digital twins is
becoming increasingly important. Years 2020 and 2021 wit-
nessed a 9- and 12-fold increment in the number of primary
studies as compared to the year 2018. The steep increment
of primary studies has been sided with a proportional growth
of researches published as conference papers and journals.
The interviewed experts acknowledged the research interest
in DT architectural solutions as something positive and as a
sign of a ripening research area. However, they suggested that
this wealth of research may have a negative impact on the
identification of reference architectural solutions. An expert
commented that: ‘‘such a lack of consensus and wealth of
architectural solutions may bring experts in keeping propos-
ing novel solutions rather than working on consolidating
existing ones’’. Our vertical analysis on the architectural solu-
tions and orthogonal analysis on the architectural solutions
and validation types partly confirmed the above thought,
although we saw an increasing trend in proposing SAs and
leveraging more formal validation techniques, e.g., experi-
ence. An expert reflected that this could be the result of both
research in digital twins shifting from system to software
engineering and numerous collaborative research European
projects on digital twins being funded in the last few years
(e.g., Change2Twin,7 IoTwins8).

According to our data, more than 50% of the primary
studies proposed referencemodels for digital twins.We asked
experts to comment on this finding in relation to the matu-
rity and validity of the proposed architectural solutions. One
expert reflected that such a result is not unexpected as from
an academic point of view it is reasonable to provide more
generic and high-level solutions that would benefit a wider
community. On the contrary, SAs are usually developed tak-
ing into account the business and technical needs of orga-
nizations. Hence they are quite specific and tend not to be
published as research articles. Another expert commented
that reference models are actually desirable solutions from a
company’s perspective since they are economically cheaper
to leverage for multiple business and technical analyses. This
is especially true when companies approach new technolo-
gies such as digital twins and may use reference models
to evaluate the readiness of the company with respect to
that technology: ‘‘when performing a preliminary analysis

7https://www.change2twin.eu
8https://www.iotwins.eu

of whether a certain solution would fit our organisation,
it is easier to assess certain qualities using reference models
or architectures, which require a lower amount of time and
money’’. Despite this, all interviewed experts agreed on the
need of working towards formalised reference architectures
for digital twins. A possible way forward that emerged during
the interviews is to bound architectural solutions for digital
twins to given contexts. In this respect, we propose to use
the results from the work by Broy et al. in the automotive
domain as guidelines for driving future efforts in architecting
digital twins [38]. Broy et al. proposed a two-dimension
classification of architectures based on the level of abstraction
and details. Based on the level of detail, architectures are
classified as meta, common, domain-specific, organisation-
specific, product line, and product. Based on the abstraction,
architectures are classified as functional, logical, and tech-
nical. The great majority of the primary studies proposed
reference models for DTs that can be classified as functional
and common/domain-specific. By narrowing the scope of
the solutions (e.g., domain, organisation), researchers and
practitioners may be able to propose reference architectures
and even SAs spanning through all the levels of abstractions
from functional to technical.

Despite the wealth of architectural solutions for digital
twins, the data from the vertical analysis highlighted how
the majority of them only use a few of the patterns being
the layered, SOA, and component-based patterns. On the one
hand, this could be interpreted as a sign of an implicit formal-
ization of architectural solutions for DTs. On the other hand,
as experts highlighted, this was quite expected especially
considering the complexity of a DT system. For instance, the
layered pattern is notoriously more efficient for decoupling
concepts and tackling the complexity introduced by the many
components of a digital twin. Besides, other patterns such as
microservices may be less used ‘‘because of the rigidity of
some domains that can be safety-critical’’ and demanding for
certifiable solutions, which are harder to build using given
patterns. During the interviews, one expert commented that
would have been interesting to check the correlations between
patterns. By addressing the expert comments, we found out
that 50% of the patterns are used in combination with other
patterns. The layered pattern remained the most used one
even together with other patterns. Based on this finding,
we analysed all the primary studies using the layered pattern
(in isolation or in combination) with the aim of identifying
a possible reference set of layers for DT SAs. Interestingly,
we found out that most of the architectures using the lay-
ered pattern are based on four layers being: physical, data
and network, virtual, and application layer. The physical
layer is where machines, sensors, and actuators reside [P11].
It has connections with the data and network layer, which is
responsible for providing connectivity on top of data man-
agement utilities (e.g., storage, cleaning) [P23]. The virtual
layer builds on top of the data and network layer and provides
for the virtual twin of the physical assets. Eventually, the
application layer allows for the creation of e.g., configuration
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and business-oriented services [P22, P52]. Besides, we found
out that specific patterns are used in each of these four levels.
For instance, microservices and publish-subscribe patterns
[P10, P36] are used in the data and network layer, while SOA
and component-based patterns are used within the application
and virtual layers [P22, P41].

The data from the vertical and orthogonal analyses on
quality attributes showed that there is a demand for digital
twins to be efficient, compatible, maintainable, and reliable.
During the interviews, all the experts agreed on the impor-
tance of extracting the quality attributes starting from the
taxonomy defined in the ISO25010 standard of software
product quality. However, there was a general consensus on
the need of refining such a taxonomy with quality attributes
meaningful for digital twins architectures. One expert even
argued that the ‘‘standard could be outdated’’. During the data
extraction, we refined the taxonomy in ISO25010 with some
other attributes being scalability, extensibility, and reconfig-
urability. In the interviews, we presented the extended taxon-
omy and asked the experts about our proposed extension and
about possible quality attributes omitted in the taxonomy and
deemed as relevant for digital twins. All the experts agreed
on the importance of having scalability in a possible taxon-
omy for DTs. We had conflicting opinions on extensibility.
One expert argued that extensibility could be captured by
maintainability. However, another expert did not agree with
such a view. Because of this lack of consensus, we decided
to keep extensibility as an additional QA. An expert com-
mented that reconfigurability may stand at the intersection
between functional suitability and maintainability categories.
However, the expert also found reconfigurability to be tightly
coupled with variability and the exported suggested that,
in the case of extensive sets of product variants, reconfig-
urability should be promoted to a separated category. One
expert mentioned trustability, ‘‘a user trusts that a virtual
model is representing what is happening in the real twin’’,
resilience [39] and robustness [40] as important attributes not
captured by the extended taxonomy. While resilience may be
represented within the reliability category [40], we agreed
that trustability and robustness are not captured, but still
crucial for digital twin systems. In fact, robustness is defined
as the ability of a system to be resilient with respect to external
or environmental faults [40]. The same expert mentioned that
another important aspect is the degree of alignment between
the digital and the physical twins. We found this aspect to
be crucial as misalignment among twins may lead to the
uselessness of the entire digital twin. However, we think that
such concern may be captured by the functional suitability
category. Another expert mentioned verifiability as a possible
additional quality attribute. The expert recognised that the
standard has testability as an attribute, but the expert found
testability to be a subcategory of the verifiability as an archi-
tecture can be verified before it can be tested.

Based on the collected data and expert interviews,
we elicited the following set of important quality attributes
for digital twins: performance efficiency, maintainability,

compatibility, reliability, security, portability, usability, func-
tional suitability, scalability, reconfigurability, extensibility,
trustability, robustness, and verifiability.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we reported on the planning, execution, and
results of a systematic mapping study providing a snapshot of
software architectural solutions for DTs. From an initial set
of 1630 peer-reviewed publications, we selected 140 primary
studies, which we analysed using precise data extraction,
analysis, and synthesis process. The main highlights of our
results are:
• The first peer-reviewed publication on software archi-

tectures for digital twins appeared in 2016. Most of the
primary studies in this field are published as conference
or journal papers.

• Starting from the ISO 25010 standard on the software
products quality, we elicited a catalogue of 14 qual-
ity attributes that are relevant for DTs. Three of these
attributes were not part of the standard but were men-
tioned by a high number of studies. The other three
attributes were added after the interviews with experts.
Among these attributes, performance efficiency, main-
tainability and compatibility are the topmentioned ones.

• 56.42% of the architectural solutions for digital twins
are referencemodels. One possible direction for increas-
ing the rigour of architectural solutions for digital twins
can be to focus on specific domains or product families.

• The analysed architectural solutions used a catalogue of
10 patterns. Half of the primary studies used a combi-
nation of patterns. The layered and the SOA patterns
are the most used ones. This may be interpreted as an
implicit sign of conformance of architectural solutions
for the digital twin.

We are considering extending this work into a multi-vocal
study for entailing the so-called ‘‘grey literature’’. This would
enable incorporating trends coming from other communities
(like industry and practitioners in general) which have sig-
nificant contributions to the field of digital twin and their
architectures. In addition, we are considering investigating
and proposing software architectures for digital twins for
realising Industry 4.0 and beyond.
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